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COR ADVANTAGE
Categories and Items

APPROACHES TO LEARNING
A. Initiative and planning
B. Problem solving with materials
C. Reflection

counts

SOCIAL & EMOTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
D. Emotions
E. Building relationships with
adults
F. Building relationships with
other children
G. Community
H. Conflict resolution
PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
& HEALTH
I. Gross-motor skills

J. Fine-motor skills
K. Personal care and healthy behavior
LANGUAGE, LITERACY, & COMMUNICATION
L. Speaking
M. Listening and comprehension
N. Phonological awareness
O. Alphabet knowledge
P. Reading
Q. Book enjoyment and knowledge
R. Writing
MATHEMATICS
S. Number and counting
T. Geometry: Shapes and spatial awareness
U. Measurement
V. Patterns
W. Data analysis

CREATIVE ARTS
X. Art
Y. Music
Z. Movement
AA. Pretend play
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
BB. Observing and classifying
CC. Experimenting, predicting, and drawing
conclusions
DD. Natural and physical world
EE. Tools and technology
SOCIAL STUDIES
FF. Knowledge of self and others
GG. Geography
HH. History
ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNING
(IF APPROPRIATE)
II. Listening to and understanding
English
JJ. Speaking English

“ While recently

reflects

completing our
accreditation process
with NAEYC, we again
were grateful for our
use of HighScope, which made the
task straightforward and successful.
Thank you for your dependable and
contemporary product.”

COR Advantage assesses early childhood development from infancy
through kindergarten in eight content areas. A ninth area, English
Language Learning (ELL), is also available. Each content area comprises
items that address key concepts in early learning. Based on objective
anecdotal notes about the child, recorded over time by an observer/
teacher, each COR Advantage item is scored using an eight-level scale
ranging from 0 (lowest) to 7 (highest).
Time-saving features include:
Copying anecdotes to multiple children
Built-in lesson planning
Easily attach digital portfolio items
Anecdotes may be assigned multiple scores
Planning reminders to support individualized learning
Comprehensive Child Developmental Profile to share with the child’s family
Many reports available in English and Spanish
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COR ADVANTAGE SCORING BAR —
YOUR ONSCREEN ROADMAP!
As displayed below in Social and Emotional Development and Item F.
Building relationships with other children, when hovering over a category
or item, additional information appears to inform teachers about key concepts
in early learning.
Items highlighted in white reflect items that have been scored along with
the highest score to date.
The item highlighted in yellow reflects the currently selected COR item.
Items may be scored across multiple domains

Once an item is selected (see Item F.), scoring levels, detailed descriptions of
selected levels, and sample anecdotes appear.
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CHILD REPORTS
COR Advantage offers many child-level reports to enable teachers to monitor
progress in each of the COR domains, view growth across multiple time
periods, and compare child scores to other metrics such as the Head Start
Child Development and Early Learning Framework and other standards.
Below is a sample Score and Tally Report:

The Child Developmental Summary shows the highest score for each item for
all periods.
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The report, Your Child’s Developmental Profile, formerly known as the
Family Report, is generated using anecdotes already entered into the
online system.
Teachers may personalize this report with:
Specific anecdotes to share as evidence of the child’s strengths
Adding personalized information to the auto-produced strength based
statement for each domain
Anecdotes from one or more report periods
Adding comments shared by the family and any follow-up for school or
home
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COR ADVANTAGE CLASSROOM REPORTS
There are many classroom reports available ranging from composite reports
showing all children, all COR items, and all reporting periods, to reports
focusing on a single COR item with all children’s scores represented. Many of
the classroom reports are available from the teacher and administrator view.
Below are a few of the report options:

The Strengths and Opportunities for Improvement Report shows high and low
scores as well as gains over time.
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The Developmental Range by Item Report identifies the developmental levels
of all children in the selected classroom.
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COR ADVANTAGE LESSON PLANNING
Teachers may build their own daily routine template and then visit the activity
library to drop and drag activities to the daily plan. COR activities are labeled
by COR item so teachers can easily identify skills they may be observing
throughout the day.

Teachers may also create their own activity to add to the online system.

Coming Fall 2014. . . new activities and features for the Lesson Planner!
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ADMINISTRATOR REPORTS
COR Advantage offers many reports for administrators to monitor child
progress and program goals. A few of the reports are highlighted below. The
outcomes report can be generated at many levels, reflecting COR categories,
COR items, and Head Start outcomes.
Teachers can easily track progress of children in the classroom using the
Classroom Progress Tracker, comparing scores from time period to time period.
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Administrators can create customized reports using the Data Analytics
report feature:
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Administrator access provides:

Alignments with state and national standards
Aggregated data (up to seven different levels may
be identified)
Application options customized to your program
Up to four reporting date periods (may be
established by site, if desired)
User-defined fields to gather data unique to
your program
Anecdotal count scores by class room and program
Technical support via phone and e-mail
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FAMILY NETWORK
COR Advantage engages families in multiple ways through the Family
Network. Features include an activity library, easy access to child photographs
and anecdotes, as well as the option to publish the family report, Your Child’s
Developmental Profile (in English or Spanish) to the Network.
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COR ADVANTAGE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
HighScope offers onsite and online learning, for a full list of training
opportunities, visit highscope.org and click on Professional
Development or e-mail training@highscope.org.

Selected COR Advantage courses:
COR Advantage Face-to-Face Training with Online Component
This training course includes 1-day of instructor-based training followed by a
2-week online component. A HighScope instructor will teach participants how
to write complete and objective anecdotes and score them accurately, along
with how to share the Developmental Summary Report with families. This will
be followed by two weeks of online training where learners gain additional
experience writing objective anecdotes as they familiarize themselves with
the COR Advantage categories. A rater reliability test is included with this
training option.
COR Advantage Online Training
Guided by a HighScope facilitator, this 4-week online training will use video
clips and expert instruction to teach participants how to write complete
and objective anecdotes and score them accurately, how to identify COR
Advantage categories and items, and become familiar with them as well as
how to share the Child Developmental Profile with families. A rater reliability
test is included with this option.
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Learn more...
Join us for our Wednesday Webinar series
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter
Download the Mobile App
Contact us at corteam@highscope.org
or call 800.587.5639

coradvantage.org

